SKYBONUS IS A NO-COST, SIMPLE WAY TO MAXIMIZE TRAVEL BUDGETS.

Earn SkyBonus points when your employees book eligible flights and use points towards flights, travel rewards and more. On top of everything else SkyBonus has to offer, individual travelers will still earn miles through the Delta SkyMiles® program.

READY TO GET STARTED?
- Visit [DELTA.COM/SKYBONUS](http://delta.com/skybonus)
- Complete the enrollment process with your company Tax ID
- Apply your SkyBonus number to all employee flights
- Start earning points to redeem for travel rewards

Use Promo Code SKYSPO2 to earn your company 15,000 points when you fly a qualifying flight within 90 days of enrollment.

SkyBonus Elite* members get point bonuses, priority servicing by SkyBonus representatives, Quarterly Sky Partner™ reports, enhanced flight certificates availability and more.

*Qualifying accounts for SkyBonus Elite defined as current SkyBonus accounts that accumulate 2,000,000 SkyBonus points during a calendar year. To enroll in SkyBonus, companies in U.S. or Canada must provide a valid Federal Tax ID or VAT number. Enroll your company at delta.com/skybonus with SKYSPO2 and receive 15,000 points after first qualifying flight within 90 days of enrollment by December 31, 2022. Qualifying flights include tickets and flight numbers validated on Delta (ticket number begins with “006”), Air France (“027”), KLM (“074”), Virgin Atlantic (“932”), or Aeromexico (“139”). Eligible dollars are defined as base fares (selling fare, net of all taxes and fees) plus carrier-imposed surcharges, prorated per flight segment, and rounded down to the nearest whole number. Exclusions may apply. Companies with a Delta, Air France, KLM, Virgin Atlantic, or Aeromexico Preferred Carrier Agreement, travel agencies, and other sellers of travel are not eligible for SkyBonus. Subject to change or withdrawal without notice. All SkyBonus program rules apply and are available at delta.com/skybonus. Taxes and fees for award travel are the responsibility of the passenger and must be paid at the time the ticket is booked. Award travel seats are limited and may not be available on all flights or in all markets. Companies in select countries are not eligible for SkyBonus. Additional restrictions may apply. Air France, KLM, Virgin Atlantic and Aeromexico earning and redemption only available to North America-based companies. 21-09-65350422 © Delta Air Lines, Inc. 02/22